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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

War on Regs Offers Opportunities
BY SCOTT BERGKAMP
President, FP2 Inc.

L

ast December, President Trump declared victory in his
“War on Regulation,” announcing that since he took office
he had repealed 22 regulations for each new rule issued
and cut regulatory costs by $8.1 billion.
Now industry is pressing for more, seeking rollbacks in
Hours-of-Service (HOS) rules for truck drivers, and in a longstanding ban on the use of proprietary materials in federally
funded road work. Because both of these issues are close to FP2’s
mission of boosting pavement preservation from coast to coast,
we’ve joined other construction associations in providing FP2’s
perspective during the periods for comments.
HOURS OF SERVICE
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration HOS rules stipulate rigid on-off schedules for commercial truck drivers. These
HOS rules are aimed at ensuring safety of long-haul drivers, but
they still apply to construction industry drivers who typically
drive short hauls, accompanied by down time while they wait in
line to receive or deposit materials on a job site. Restrictive HOS
rules substantially increase cost of projects without enhancing
safety for our crews or the traveling public, and a coalition of
construction industry associations has joined together to provide
a unified voice for reform.
In October 2018 this coalition—including the American
Concrete Pavement Association, the National Stone, Sand & Gravel
Association, the National Asphalt Pavement Association, American
Road & Transportation Builders Association, the Associated General
Contractors, and of course FP2 Inc.—worked to seek
uniform exemption for drivers of vehicles in the construction industry. This is consistent with limited
exemptions already granted to drivers in the ready
mixed concrete and asphalt paving industries.

PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS
Also, on Jan. 14, FP2 provided input to FHWA’s
Office of Preconstruction, Construction and
Pavements requesting rollback of federal rules
against use of proprietary, patented products in
preservation projects.
While exemptions for these products can be
obtained, the process can be cumbersome and
lead to challenges by competitors, which can result
in project-delaying litigation. A rollback would
encourage development and use of new and innovative products, such as better-performing emulsifiers or rejuvenators for preservation treatments.
“Agencies need the flexibility and freedom
to choose the ‘right treatment for the right road
at the right time’,” wrote FP2 executive director
Jim Moulthrop. “The proprietary products rule

makes it more difficult and costly for agencies to pick the ‘right
product’ if it happens to be a proprietary product.”
There is not the same unanimity for this change within the
construction industry—or even within FP2—as there is for HOS
reform, and there are some valid arguments against changing the
rule. Still, reform of the proprietary regulation is one we feel will
encourage pavement preservation significantly and we support
rolling back the proprietary products rule.
THANKS TO ANDREW CROW
On Jan. 15, I took the office of president of FP2, assuming the mantle
from Ingevity’s Andrew Crow. I would like to thank Andrew both
personally and on behalf of the contributors for all his efforts in
this cause, and for the progress achieved in the last two years.
His efforts will pay off for years to come.
I look forward to serving this organization and its contributors, and working with the surface transportation community to
advance the cause of pavement preservation. We bring a host of
solutions to the problems the country faces, and together we can
help the road network live up to its potential of safety, smoothness
and reliability. Please join us in this effort both financially and
through your personal efforts.

At FP2 board meeting Jan. 15, incoming president Scott Bergkamp, president, Bergkamp
Inc. (left), offers token of appreciation to outgoing president Andrew Crow, vice president,
pavement technologies, Ingevity
Spring 2019 | PAVEMENT PRESERVATION JOURNAL
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ASPECTS OF A WORLD-CLASS PRESERVATION PROGRAM

‘Champion’ Critical to Development
of MnDOT Preservation Specs
BY JERRY GEIB, P.E.

M

innesota Department of
Transportation’s (MnDOT’s)
seal coat (chip seal) specifications are considered by
many to be among the best in the country.
Our specifications have evolved over the
last 20 years, a process championed by Tom
Wood, retired research project supervisor,
and his boss, Roger Olson, retired research
operations engineer.
Building long lasting projects requires
following the specifications thoroughly. It’s
the details that count. Following 20 years
of specification updates, field training, mix
design adjustments, and QC/QA improvements, MnDOT has confidence in its specifications and it’s a story worth telling.

Please note: Opinions expressed herein are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of FP2 Inc., its directors or staff. The International Slurry
Surfacing Association (ISSA) does not support the use of night time test strips for
daytime applications.
Underseal. Here’s a link to the spec: book:
www.dot.state.mn.us/pre-letting/spec/
index.html.
MnDOT also uses a Seal Coat Design
program that can be found here:
www.dot.state.mn.us/materials/pavementpreservation/index.html.
The design provides the starting application rates for the aggregate and emulsion.
Minor field adjustments to application rates
often are needed. We also have a Seal Coat
Handbook, which is an excellent resource

that contains chapters on aggregates, binders, design, fog sealing (which we do to all
of our chip seals), and other information.
The specification gets an applicator
started, and then the Schedule of Materials
Control (www.dot.state.mn.us/materials/
labmcs.html) tells an applicator what
and when to sample during construction.
These four documents are all key parts to
a successful chip seal.
To ensure an excellent-performing project, MnDOT requires that the base asphalt

IMAGE CREDIT: MnROAD

SEAL COAT SPECS
A three-minute YouTube video (search
MnDOT chip seal) of Tom Wood constructing a chip seal at MnROAD is a great visual
primer for this discussion. Wood built this
project following MnDOT specification:
2356 Bituminous Seal Coat and Bituminous

Editor’s Note: Beginning with our Winter 2017 article on world-class preservation programs (see FHWA Expert Task Group Defines World-Class Preservation Program, p 20), we
are profiling agencies that embody the 10 characteristics described in that article. These
agencies are being highlighted in a series of articles to provide more detail about how
they have addressed the challenges of developing their own programs.
This article focuses on MnDOT and its development of specifications that ensure performance of pavement preservation treatments for the benefit of taxpaying road users.

Rigid specifications control placement of Minnesota DOT seal coats, or chip seals
10
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MnDOT requires three active rollers be used on chip seal/seal coat projects

be polymer modified in advance of making
the emulsion. This is a CRS-2P product. Two
of the most-used aggregate sizes are the
FA-3 or FA 2-1/2 gradation. The gradation
specification allows for a single size material. The more uniform the aggregate, the
easier it is to glue it down with the emulsion.
The contractor usually submits the seal
coat design to MnDOT with the starting rates
for emulsion (gal/sy) and aggregate (lbs/sy).
Construction requirements discuss weather
and equipment items. The aggregate must
be applied immediately after the emulsion
is sprayed. Three rollers then immediately
follow the chip spreader. A hard sweeping
of the surface is done prior to opening to
traffic. A fog seal of CSS-1h, diluted 1:1 with
water by the manufacturer, is applied at
about 0.10 gal/sy to all chip seals.
‘CHAMPION’ CRITICAL
While the four documents noted above provide a framework of pavement preservation success, not much would exist without
having a “champion” for preservation in
the department.
Tom Wood was our champion. He met
with contractors, aggregate producers,
emulsion suppliers, and MnDOT inspectors.
Wood spoke with everyone and trained
them. He calibrated distributors and chip
spreaders with the contractors and state
inspectors. They built test strips, adjusted
application rates, and started fog-sealing
completed projects.

MnDOT’s micro surfacing experience dates back two decades

Once when he visited a project and found
one of the three rollers was not working,
Wood asked the contractor why? The
reply he got was, “the spec says I need
three rollers, not three working rollers.”
Next year the specification required three
working rollers.
MnDOT has a great certification program
for hot mix asphalt and concrete project
inspectors, but a similar program for the
preventive maintenance treatments does
not exist within MnDOT. Staff needs to be
well trained and Tom Wood was MnDOT’s
guy. As a result, after 20 years Minnesota
DOT’s chip sealing program was an
overnight success.
MICRO SURFACING
Micro surfacing followed a similar path
through MnDOT. And once again, following
all of the details makes all the difference.
Tom Wood wrote the first specification
and updated it over the years. The specification is 2354 Micro-surfacing. The specification and schedule of materials controls
are located in the references noted in the
seal coat discussion.
The first project was around the
year 2000, so this has also been a 20-year
process. The MnDOT specification requires
a night time test strip to ensure that the
chemical curing process is working. Not
many agencies use the night time test strip.
The mix design is usually completed for
the contractor by a national company with

emulsion and mix design expertise. MnDOT
does not do any mix design testing, but
tests materials as defined in the schedule
of materials control.
Equipment calibration is a very detailed
process. MnDOT requires that each type of
emulsion and aggregate is calibrated by the
machine that will be doing the work, once
per year. The state typically uses two different emulsion products and many aggregate sources. So if a specific emulsion and
aggregate have been calibrated with one
machine, and those two products will be
used with the same machine on a different
contract, a second calibration isn’t required.
MICRO MILLING
The above link also contains a document
titled, Micro Milling. MnDOT has completed
a few projects in which micro milling was
followed with a chip seal or a micro surface
as the wearing course. Micro milling has
provided some nice ride improvements.
Finally, Nevada DOT Research Report
No. 715-15-050, State-of the Practice in
Chip Seal, Slurry Seal. Micro Surfacing,
and Thin Lift Asphalt Overlay Construction
Quality Assurance, was released in summer 2018. It’s an excellent resource summarizing what different DOTs are doing for
these treatments.
Geib is research operations engineer, Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT)
Spring 2019 | PAVEMENT PRESERVATION JOURNAL
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CAPE SEAL TO THE RESCUE.
SAVE THE DAY. PAVE THE WAY. Ergon’s cape seal combines the scrub seal
process with high polymer micro for improved durability and performance,
adding up to eight years to roadway life and extending your budget. For
moderate-to-severe cracks, loss of friction, or water penetration, call on
the hero you’ve been waiting for – Ergon’s cape seal. go.ergon.com/hero

High-Volume, High-Speed Highway
Gets Ultrathin Bonded Overlay

M

odern spray pavers are making placement of ultrathin
bonded overlays (UTBOs)
faster and easier, opening
high-volume, high-speed expressways to
increased use of such overlays.
The ultrathin bonded overlay is a durable
pavement preservation surface treatment
generally no more than 3/4-in. deep.
Known by a variety of names—such as
ultrathin overlay (UTO), ultrathin bonded
wearing course (UBWC), and NovaChip—the
engineered UTBO is used for the full spectrum of pavement types, from low-volume
rural roads, to urban thoroughfares and
interstate highways.
Today’s spray pavers are making these
placements swift, reliable and profitable
for the owning agency and contractor.
Utilizing polymer-modified emulsion from
an onboard tank, a computer-controlled
spray system built into the spray paver
places a bond coat, also called a “tack”
coat, the width of the paving section.
On top of this bond coat the paver
immediately places a polymer-modified,
open-graded surface mix—fed to it by truck
or material transfer vehicle—that cures
very rapidly as it’s compacted by a roller
in static mode.
The resulting ultrathin lift optimizes
the use of high quality aggregates, while
maintaining overhead clearances and curb
reveal. And the one-pass construction process moves quickly, allowing quick construction and return of traffic, while the
open-graded mix mitigates tire noise and
back spray, thus preventing hydroplaning
and improving visibility in wet weather.
THIN OVERLAY IN DALLAS
Such a thin overlay was placed on the
Dallas North Tollway in summer 2018 just
north of downtown Dallas. There, Austin
Bridge & Road used its new Vögele Super
1800-3i SprayJet paver to place 50 lane
miles of ultrathin bonded overlay nonstop
over 48 hours.
The spray paver resulted in a fast-moving,
clean placement of bond or tack coat and

Existing pavement was cold-milled in advance of placement of UTBO

Material transfer vehicle (MTV) feeds open-graded polymer-modified mix utilizing 3/8-in. size
aggregate with minimal fines to spray paver
Spring 2019 | PAVEMENT PRESERVATION JOURNAL
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Instead of conventional distributor truck, pulsing nozzles of SprayJet paver place bond or “tack” coat in
advance of 3/4-in. open-graded thin overlay, permits immediate placement of polymer-modified thin mix
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polymer-modified thin overlay. For the
bond coat, a total 65,832 gal. of polymer-modified EBL was manufactured by
Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions, Inc., and placed
0.18 to 0.20 gal./sq. yd. by the spray paver
immediately in advance of the mix.
The open-graded mix was placed
3/4-in. deep, utilizing 3/8-in. size aggregate with minimal fines. Some 15,545 tons
of this mix were placed in a total area of
365,737 sq. yd. of Dallas North Tollway, in
an 8.24-mile-long work zone.
“Placement of tack coat by the paver
results in superior bonding of the overlay
to the pavement, with tack coat staying
in-place and not being tracked off the
road,” said Mike Kuhn, general superintendent for Austin Bridge & Road (AB&R).
“There’s also less end-of-job cleanup.”
AB&R’s crews approved of the new
paver. “Our crews like it,” Kuhn said, “I
asked them, why do you like it? They take
their glasses off, look at them and say, ‘no
spots!’ We no longer have the issue of workers covered with specks of emulsion. It also
means that passing automobiles don’t get
tack coat on them.”
And that makes a big difference to the
operator. “The biggest part for us is how
clean it is to the operator, compared to other
processes,” Kuhn said. “The end-of-day
cleanup takes 30 minutes compared to over
an hour. There also is no need to use plastic
to clean out the spray bars. All of this cuts
cost and time for us.”
48 HOURS NONSTOP
On the Dallas North Tollway, Austin
adhered to a tight schedule in which it
started paving on a Friday night, and ran
48 hours straight to Sunday evening. To
keep the job moving, it used an auxiliary
tanker truck to supplement the onboard
emulsion tank on the spray paver.
“With the distributor/tanker truck
hooked up, we were going up to 60 feet or
more per minute,” Kuhn said. “When the
distributor got low, we would top off the
onboard emulsion tank, and we would slow
to 30 feet per minute to give him time to
refill and get back. We’d then creep back
up to 60 feet per minute.”
During the ultrathin placement, AB&R
worked with lane closures from Friday,
10 p.m. to Monday, 5 a.m. “Generally we
try to be completed with the paving by
6 p.m. Sundays to allow time for cleanup
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Asphalt Transports

Live Bottom Trailers
To keep high-volume project moving, polymer-modified emulsion is supplied via adjacent tanker;
when tanker was refilled emulsion would be supplied by paver’s onboard tank

and striping,” Kuhn said. “Our original plan
was to complete the entire surface over five
weekends. However, due to underlying surface problems our current schedule shows it
to be completed over six weekends.”
To keep the work moving day and
night, all weekend, Austin kept an average of 10 trucks lined up in front of the
SprayJet. “On that job, we had a 45 minute

turn-around to refill and return,” Kuhn said.
“We did 41,000 sq. yd. in 9 1/2 hours the
first night! I remember 10 years ago, if you
got 30,000 sq. yd. you were celebrating.
And now we expect to do that every day
with this paver.”
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HOW FP 2 WORKS FOR YOU

Madison Meet for MWPPP

M

adison, Wis., was the site of the annual meeting of
the Midwest Pavement Preservation Partnership,
Nov. 6-8. Over 130 delegates from 15 midwestern
states and Canadian provinces enjoyed 2 1/2 days of
field reports from the individual agencies and technical presentations in pavement preservation, and planned work items for 2019.
They were welcomed by Joe Nestler, P.E., administrator of the
Wisconsin Division of Transportation System Development (DTSD),
which oversees the development, maintenance and operations
functions of the state trunk highway system. Other luminaries

included Minnesota DOT’s Jerry Geib, P.E., Iowa DOT’s Frances
Todey, Stephanie Weigel of North Dakota DOT, ARRA technical director Steve Cross, P.E., National Center for Pavement
Preservation director Judith Corley-Lay, P.E., Dustrol Inc.’s Doug
Gordon, and FP2 Inc.’s executive director Jim Moulthrop, P.E.
The MWPPP comprises representatives from regional state and
local highway agencies, provincial transport agencies, industry,
suppliers, consultants and academia, and is supported in part
by FP2. More information is available from https://tsp2pavement.
pavementpreservation.org/midwestern-mppp/.

Jim Moulthrop, executive director, FP2

ARRA technical director Steve Cross, P.E.

Wisconsin DTSD administrator Joe Nestler, P.E.,
welcomes delegates

Jerry Geib updates delegates on MnDOT
preservation activities

Stephanie Weigel, North Dakota DOT

Representing Saskatchewan Highways
& Infrastructure is Nichole Andre

Over 130 delegates from 15 midwestern states and Canadian provinces came to MWPPP in Madison
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HOW FP 2 WORKS FOR YOU

Join Phase II MnROAD/NCAT Partnership
BY BEN WOREL, P.E.

related to the pavement condition. This will help state, city and
county agency budgets go farther by determining the strategies
and treatment types that best extend pavement life at the lowest
possible cost.
In Phase I, NCAT led a pooled fund that included both the pavement preservation group and the cracking group study. Now in
Phase II, NCAT will continue to lead the Cracking Group Study
through the Alabama DOT under TPF-5(374) titled Accelerated
Performance Testing on the 2018 NCAT Pavement Test Track with
MnROAD Research Partnership, in which 15 states are participating.
MnDOT will now lead the Pavement Preservation Group study
under TPF-5(375) titled National Partnership to Determine the Life
Extending Benefit Curves of Pavement Preservation Techniques
(MnROAD/NCAT Joint Study—Phase II), which 21 states are expected
to join along with FP2 and the Federal Highway Administration,
which both joined as paid members to help fund and guide the
research and implementation needed for this study.
The second phase of the pavement preservation effort is broken
up into eight tasks that include additional monitoring, analysis,
reporting and implementation.

IMAGE CREDIT: MnROAD

hen the Minnesota Road Research Facility of the
Minnesota DOT (MnROAD) and the National Center
for Asphalt Technology (NCAT) signed their initial
partnership agreement back in 2012, pavement
preservation research in North America took a huge step forward.
As Phase II of that initial partnership progresses, the results of
our combined research efforts are becoming available and, better
still, implementable.
Pavement preservation test sections were constructed both
in Alabama (2012-2014) and in Minnesota (2016) on high- and
low-volume roadways in each state. During the Phase I partnership, we received wonderful contributions from FP2 Inc. and
allies in the private sector, and state DOTs, to help design and
build the test sections using similar contractors and equipment
only, while tweaking the designs relative to the local materials
used in each state.
The performance monitoring is being done in a consistent
manner using similar equipment at both NCAT and MnROAD. This
second phase is needed so each of the test sections can have time
to age over the next few years. Researchers can then develop the
life-extending benefit curves needed by the participating agencies to assist in the proper selection of projects and applications

Some 90 pavement engineers and experts walk the two-mile stretch of test sections at the 2018 MnROAD/NCAT Sponsor Meeting in September in Minnesota
18
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SERVICES AVAILABLE:
In 2019, over 21 states—in addition to FP 2 Inc. and FHWA—will financially support the next phase of
the MnROAD/NCAT pavement preservation experiment

It’s never too late to join in this effort! For more information, or to get involved, please
contact MnROAD’s Ben Worel P.E. at (763) 381-2130, ben.worel@state.mn.us, or NCAT’s
Buzz Powell, P.E., (334) 750-6293, buzz@auburn.edu.
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Choose Right Mill to Test Emulsions
BY VINCE VOPAT

T

he core component of most pavement preservation treatments is
emulsified asphalt. If contractors, engineers and agencies
want to maximize the longevity and effectiveness of their road network, successful
construction starts with the manufacturing
of the asphalt emulsion.
The emulsion manufacturing process
starts in the laboratory, where the selected
materials are used to find an optimum
design that will maximize emulsion performance. In other words, the emulsion
must not only perform for the road agency, it
must also meet the needs of the contractor,
so construction proceeds smoothly.
The emulsion will need to spray or
mix well, and then break and cure for
expected return-to-traffic times. This
will help ensure roads endure the traffic
and climate conditions for the designed
life expectancy.
Because the road construction process
starts in the lab, the emulsion manufacturing that occurs in the lab is very
important. Lab emulsions will be used to
investigate critical issues such as asphalt
properties suitable for emulsification,
aggregate/emulsion interaction, set and
cure time, pumping stability, storage stability, and handling or viscosity properties.

Beginning a series of articles drawn from the Pavement Preservation & Recycling Summit
2018, Nice, France. Vopat is bituminous product manager, Bergkamp Inc. Adapted from
Better Emulsion Formulations, a presentation given at PPRS 2018

Results of this work provide the information needed to select an asphalt binder,
an emulsion chemistry, and an aggregate.
There are many different emulsion characterization tests that look at setting/curing,
pumping stability, viscosity and other
physical properties.
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS
Of these, particle size analysis is a much
more fundamental and insightful test.
When an asphalt is emulsified, the
colloid mill shears apart the asphalt into
countless tiny particles, and the emulsifier
chemistry stabilizes those particles and
prevents them from joining together.
A high-performance emulsion process
will produce an emulsion with very small
asphalt particles of relatively the same size.
A low-performing emulsion process will produce emulsions with large asphalt particles
of widely varying sizes, which is why particle size analysis (PSA) is so valuable. PSA
measures the average size of the asphalt particles, and counts the number and frequency
of the different sizes, so a size distribution

A typical particle size distribution graph of a good asphalt emulsion. The smaller and more
single-sized the particles are, the better the emulsion
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chart is created. This allows the laboratory
team to differentiate emulsions that manufactured well from those that did not.
Why care about particle size? Experienced
emulsion manufacturers can identify both
good and suspect emulsion properties like
those mentioned above from the PSA data.
Then they can produce an emulsion with
confidence that it will perform as expected
based on the results.
GOOD, BAD EMULSIONS
Now that we know that PSA data has great
importance to the emulsion manufacturer,
and by extension the paving contractor,
let us discuss the factors that contribute
to good and bad emulsion manufacturing.
Emulsion manufacturing is a two-step
process:
• Liquid asphalt binder is sheared into
many small particles by a colloid mill, and
• Emulsifier chemicals stabilize those
asphalt particles to keep them from
coming back together as they disperse
in water.
In step one, the asphalt binder is sheared
into small particles. This step has two major
factors: The viscosity (one might say the
“toughness”) of the liquid asphalt, and the
performance of the colloid mill being used.
High viscosity asphalt binders are generally more difficult to emulsify. These are the
binders with higher performance grades,
lower penetration numbers, or have been
modified with polymers. Usually, these
binders will separate the “professional”
colloid mills from the “amateur” mills.
These “amateur” mills simply do not have
the power or have poor energy transfer
into the materials such that it’s not enough
to shear the particles into small, consistent sizes. If the mill isn’t capable of producing small consistent particle size, it
doesn’t matter what the contribution of
the emulsifier chemistry is in step two. No
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amount of chemistry can make up for poor
mill performance.
TYPES OF COLLOID MILLS
There are two major systems of the laboratory
processes. Some labs have a small bench-top,
recirculation colloid mill. Others have a larger
single-pass system that is scaled version of
full-production emulsion facility. There are
benefits for both systems and there are significant differences between them.
The bench-top recirculation mill has the
advantage of being small, compact, easy to
use, and inexpensive. For easy-to-make
emulsions, it does the job well. However, it
will struggle and take an extreme amount
of care to produce the more challenging
emulsions with tough binders. Many skilled
and experienced asphalt lab technicians
have said “It can’t be done” when it comes
to making an SBS-polymer modified emulsion on one of these mills.
Recirculation mills generally do not have
any heat control, and this causes all the
materials in the mill to cool down rapidly
when they enter the process. When the
asphalt cools, it becomes much more viscous and tough and it will cause the mills to
bog down and perhaps, lock up. If the mill
does manage to emulsify a tough binder,
it likely will have a very poor particle size.
Another concern with the use of recirculation mills is that its process is very different from a full-scale production plant. The
recirculation mill pulls the material through
itself multiple times, over and over until
the operator stops the process. It will be
extremely difficult for the operator to control
the number of passes through the mill.
Each time the material passes through
the mill, more energy is put into the material. In some cases, it has been found that
the emulsion quality gets better and better.
In other cases, the emulsion quality begins
to suffer because the additional energy from
each pass begins to damage the emulsion
particle size. In other words, the recirculation mill process can not be controlled well.
The single-pass system is a much larger
apparatus and will have a higher price tag.
However, there are significant benefits
for investing in this process. This process
can be modeled to be a small-scaled version of an actual production plant. It can
be outfitted with asphalt storage tanks, a
soap (emulsifier) tank, temperature control,

flow meters and many other sophistications found in a production facility.
With this extra equipment come the controls needed to produce an engineered and
designed emulsion. The material will pass
through the colloid mill just once. The heat
of the asphalt and other ingredients can be
controlled just like the full-scale process.
This enables the technical team in the lab
to investigate the feasibility of producing the
emulsion full-scale, investigate and troubleshoot issues in the full-scale plant, and to

perform research on many variables to the
emulsion manufacturing process and the
paving process. In other words, the lab team
will produce better emulsion formulations.
Both the recirculation mill and the
single-pass emulsion process have their
place in the lab. The technical team should
weigh the benefits of each lab emulsion
process to decide which will lend itself
to achieving the particle size results
needed, and ultimately, a well-executed
construction project.
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HOW FP 2 WORKS FOR YOU

Days into New Congress, FP2 Hits Hill
BY TRACY TAYLOR

M

embers of the 116th
Congress were sworn in
Jan. 3. This year—with over
20 percent of the Congress
made up of new, or “freshman” members, and Democrats taking over control
of the House for the first time in eight
years—opportunities abound to educate a
large new class of policymakers, and remind
returning members, about the importance
and value of pavement preservation.
New FP2 president Scott Bergkamp,
accompanied by FP2 executive director
Jim Moulthrop, John Rathbun of Cutler
Repaving, and Scott Metcalf of Ergon
Asphalt & Emulsions, did just that just days
into the new Congress, during the annual
Transportation Research Board (TRB) meeting in D.C. Jan. 14-17 (see p. 28).
Weaving their way between the
furniture-littered halls of Congress, they
were able to meet with new and returning members and talk with them about the
importance of finding a permanent solution
to the Highway Trust Fund shortfall, update
them on exciting new developments in the
industry, and educate them about the benefits of pavement preservation for our nation.
MEETING NEW MEMBERS
One of the members with whom they met
was newly elected Rep. Sharice Davids
(D-Kan.). As a former DOT official she has
a solid understanding of the importance of

maintaining infrastructure. The delegation
briefed her on the value of pavement preservation to both the environment and infrastructure. The day we met with her, House
leadership appointed her as a new member of the Transportation & Infrastructure
Committee. In this capacity she will be
an active participant in any discussions
on infrastructure.
Another new member we had the opportunity to meet with was Rep. Steven Watkins
(R-Kan.), who replaced retiring Rep.
Lynn Jenkins, a long-time supporter of
pavement preservation. As a graduate of
the U.S. Military Academy and a veteran
who was deployed in Afghanistan, Watkins
understands the need for good infrastructure
to support our nation’s economy.
The FP2 team also met with Sens.
Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) and Pat Roberts
(R-Kan.) and Reps. Roger Marshall
(R-Kan.) and Ron Estes (R-Kan.), all of
whom appreciated the industry making
time to update them on issues, particularly
this year, when Congress seems likely to
focus on infrastructure.
INFRASTRUCTURE ON AGENDA
The members FP2 met with all reiterated
that infrastructure is widely expected to be
a legislative priority for the new Democrat
leadership in the House, as well as the in
the Republican Senate and the president.
If Congress is unable to move on a bill this

Also new is Rep. Steven Watkins (R-Kan.) here with Bergkamp and Rathbun

New FP2 president Scott Bergkamp and board
member John Rathbun flank freshman Rep.
Sharice Davids (D-Kan.)

year, it seems likely that congressional
focus will morph into the reauthorization
of the existing FAST Act in 2019.
Either way, the time is ripe for FP2
and its contributors to fully engage with
their congressional delegations. Take the
opportunity to educate your member of
Congress this year. Make an appointment
to meet with them in the district. Educate
them about what you do and why pavement preservation is important not only
to your business and employees but to
their constituents.
If in Washington, stop by their office and
meet with them or their staff. Members of
Congress want to hear from YOU, and educating them about pavement preservation
and why it’s important to our road network
is a good use of your time as we enter 2019,
and Congress begins to prioritize the issues
it will address.
FP2 is ready to help you set up these visits
and provide talking points so your message
is consistent with the rest of the industry.
Please contact executive director Moulthrop
for more information at (512) 970-8865,
jmoulthrop@gmail.com.
Taylor is principal at FP2’s legislative counsel, Williams & Jensen PLLC
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HOW FP 2 WORKS FOR YOU

FP2@TRB 2019

N

ew technologies in pavement preservation, committee
meetings, lobbying Capitol Hill on behalf of pavement preservation, an FP2 board meeting, and the
camaraderie of long acquaintance are among the reasons stakeholders in pavement preservation travel to Washington
D.C. every January for the annual meeting of the Transportation
Research Board. There, FP2 hosts a hospitality suite which is one
of the industry highlights, which draws friends new and old. It’s
also a chance to reach out to lawmakers as a new term begins
(see Days into New Congress, FP2 Hits Hill, p 25 in this issue). TRB
marks its centennial in 2020, and it’s sure to be a big event. For
more information, visit trb.org.

On Capitol Hill in January are FP2 ’s Jim Moulthrop, Ergon’s Scott Metcalf,
Bergkamp’s Scott Bergkamp, and Cutler Repaving’s John Rathbun

Charles Pilson, The Kercher Group, and Erik Thorkildsen and Gregory Roy,
Greenman-Pedersen Inc.

Steve Varnedoe and Ken McEntire, The Kercher Group

John Jones, Skidabrader Inc., Stephanie Stewart, Nouryon (formerly
AkzoNobel), and Bob Huitt, Russell Standard Corp.

Tim Harrawood, Vance Brothers, Christine Gorsuch and Donna Kwapis,
Nouryon, and Mark Ishee, Ergon
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Jean-Paul Fort, Colas, Bob Kluttz, Kraton Polymers, J.P. Planche,
Western Research Institute, and Renato Ceccovilli, Ergon
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PROFILES IN PRESERVATION

Learning Importance of Pavement Preservation
WHAT GOT YOU INTERESTED
IN PAVEMENT PRESERVATION?
I began exploring pavement preservation
in the spring of 2018 during my upper division advanced transportation engineering
class. In this class, we were introduced to
two major projects.
One project was for Caltrans in District 10,
where rutting occurred in the wheel path of
a highway section. The goal for this project
was to investigate core samples and decipher the causes of rutting in this particular
highway section.
The second project was for the city of
Chico, and the goal of this project was
to convert two old roads in a downtown
neighborhood into one-way roads. As
part of the class, we performed traffic
studies of the neighborhood, leading to
some troubling discoveries. Afterward,
we researched and designed viable road
layouts that would satisfy the demands of
traffic while still preserving the neighborhood feel and aesthetics.
Soon after, an opportunity to work in
the transportation sector presented itself
with the California Pavement Preservation
Center (CP2C). The work includes utilizing the pavement management program
StreetSaver developed by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) of San
Francisco Bay Area, identifying and mapping of road distresses, literature reviews

Editor’s Note: This is the ninth of a continuing series of profiles of civil engineering students who are undertaking pavement preservation as a course of study. These students
bring a different perspective of why a young civil engineer would pursue preservation
study. This month we profile Ernesto Lopez, undergraduate research assistant, California
Pavement Preservation Center at California State University, Chico
on pavement preservation treatments, performance model development, and duties
as an assistant lab technician.
HOW IS YOUR RESEARCH RELATED
TO PAVEMENT PRESERVATION?
Many times, the CP2C is tasked with monitoring the performance of various pavement preservation treatments. Whether it’s
an older, known treatment such as a double
chip seal, or a newer treatment like double
chip seals with GlasPave50, we will make
our way to a project site before a treatment
is applied and document the condition of
the road. After the treatment is applied and
some time has passed, the CP2C will once
again make its way to document pavement
performance, such as reporting any pavement distresses such as reflective cracking
or bleeding.
The most recent project I’ve been assigned
related to pavement preservation involves
a literature review and development of
performance models for local agencies in
California. The treatments in the literature
review and performance models include
chip seals, slurry seals, micro surfacing and

Ernesto Lopez in CP2C laboratory at California State University-Chico

cape seals. Utilizing StreetSaver, I was able
to obtain and export useful information.
Using a spreadsheet with over 50,000
road inspections and the guidance of my
mentor, Dr. Dingxin Cheng, we were able to
create a series of filters that would exclude
unexplainable PCI shifts. Using this technique, the goal is to set up a system to
determine the behavior of a particular preventive maintenance treatment using data
from that road network region. For example,
a micro surfacing in the high elevation,
cold climate region of Lake Tahoe might
perform differently than a micro surfacing
in the hot, dry desert region of Riverside.
HOW HAS YOUR PERSPECTIVE
CHANGED ABOUT OUR ROAD
INFRASTRUCTURE SINCE
BEGINNING RESEARCH?
It wasn’t until I began working as a research
assistant that I began to understand the
importance of pavement preservation. My
perspective has changed as I’ve come to
realize the sheer size and cost of the road
infrastructure. A small road section can be
a large dent in a city’s budget, especially if
it requires reconstruction. This proves the
importance of preventive maintenance to
avoid costly rehabilitation and reconstruction.
DO YOU HAVE PLANS TO CONTINUE
IN THE FIELD OF PAVEMENT
PRESERVATION UPON GRADUATION?
I do plan to continue working in the field
of pavement preservation or transportation
sector after graduation. It was not my first
choice for a career path as I did not know
much about pavement preservation at first.
As my knowledge and understanding grew,
so did my interest and appreciation for preservation. The industry is large with a lot of
work that needs to be done. I enjoy seeing
changes in the real world. If the change is a
constant improvement of old road surfaces to
new road services, I’m a happy person.
Spring 2019 | PAVEMENT PRESERVATION JOURNAL
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SUPPORTER SHOWCASE

Rankin County Preservation
Wins Awards, Saves Tax Dollars
BY TONI L. ROBINSON

T

he Rankin County Road Depar
tment in Mississippi received
both the Past President’s Award
of the Asphalt Emulsion Manu
facturers Association, and the Excellence
in Pavement Preservation Award from the
International Slurry Surfacing Award, for
its 2018 pavement preservation program
in which it paid a fraction of the cost of
the industry average to treat 100 miles
of roadway using preservation techniques. The awards were presented at
the annual meeting of the AEMA-ARRAISSA Pavement Preservation & Recycling
Alliance in February 2019; coverage in
Summer 2019 issue.
Rankin County set out to evaluate processes that would allow them to achieve a
balanced roadway network and budget as
part of their pavement management plan.
This included keeping track of roadways
and addressing them early on the deterioration curve to ensure extended service with
optimal performance. Within just two years,
Rankin County has gone from hot mix and
some chip seals to using almost every tool
in the pavement preservation toolbox,
greatly enhancing its ability to maintain
their good roads and improve roads needing repair.
1,200 MILES OF ROADWAYS
County leadership is tasked with preserving and extending the service life of over
1,200 miles of roadways throughout Rankin
County’s network, including curb and gutter
sections. Distresses included cracking, raveling, rutting and loss of friction. All roadways
are rated light-to-medium traffic, with the
exception of one high-profile road where a
high-performance cape seal using a rejuvenating scrub seal—and a highly modified
micro surfacing system—was applied.
In its efforts to achieve a balanced roadway network, county employees attended
national and regional pavement preservation conferences, as well as some seminars
provided by contractors and suppliers, in
which they were educated on products and

Cape seal, with polymer modified chip seal and micro surfacing system, in progress in curb and
gutter subdivision

Before (left) and after first completed cape seal with a polymer modified chip seal and micro
surfacing system in curb and gutter subdivision

processes including site selection, application dos and don’ts, inspections, costs, and
scrub broom use.
Following these meetings, and after a
series of demos to evaluate various treatments, Rankin County made plans to officially include the following in their 2018
Pavement Preservation Program:

•

•
•
•

•

Stand-alone polymer modified chip seals
(single and double)
Stand-alone micro surfacing
Cape seal
Polymer modified chip seal and conventional micro surfacing
eScrub rejuvenating scrub seal and conventional micro surfacing, and
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eScrub rejuvenating scrub seal and
eFlex premium micro surfacing
(highly modified).
In 2018, Rankin County applied pavement preservation treatments to approximately 100 miles of roadway at a cost of
about 40 percent less than the industry
average of $12 million for a program this
size. Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions was
selected as the emulsion supplier and T.L.
Wallace Construction as the micro surfacing
contractor. The county applied chip and
scrub seal applications in-house.
Roads selected for treatment suffered
from varying degrees of cracking, raveling,
rutting and loss of friction. A challenge the
county faced during the applications was
curb and gutter sections in several subdivisions, as well as a section of roadway
that runs through the center of a heavily trafficked area in the largest city in
Rankin County.
•

County applies first highly modified cape seal using the rejuvenating scrub seal and premium micro
surfacing system on a highly trafficked road

How do you resurface an aging
road, protect the environment,
plus save time and money?
Call Gallagher.
We’ll show you how to dramatically reduce your pavement
resurfacing program’s budget, and do your part to help
protect the environment.
Hot-in-Place Recycling is not only a very green process
that reduces the carbon footprint by 28% versus mill &
overlay, it also reduces congestion and user delays with
far less trucking required.

Gallagher Asphalt Corporation
18100 S. Indiana Avenue
Thornton, IL 60476
800.536.7160
hotinplacerecycling.com
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NEW: CAPE SEALS
As part of the 2018 program, the county
applied cape seal combination treatments
for the first time, starting with polymer
modified chip seal and micro surfacing and moving on to high-performance
scrub cape seals most suitable for use on
medium-to-highly trafficked roadways.
In one subdivision, the county applied a
cape seal with polymer modified chip seal
and micro surfacing to six miles of roadway. The chip seal emulsion, CRS-2P, was
applied at a shot rate of 0.42 gal. per sq.
yd. of emulsion and 22 lb. per sq. yd. of
size 89 aggregate. After approximately
three days, the contractor applied the
micro surfacing treatment, CSS-1HP, at a
shot rate of 18 lb. per sq. yd. In addition
to a sweeper, a vacuum truck was used
to remove excess aggregate following the
chip seal applications.
A cape seal was scheduled for another
highly populated subdivision, but road
sections to be treated suffered from major
cracking too severe for a typical chip seal
as the first course. The county decided to
apply a scrub cape seal, which included a
rejuvenating scrub seal instead of a chip
seal, followed by micro surfacing.
SCRUB SEALS
Prior to this decision, they learned the
addition of a mechanized broom used to
force emulsion deeper into cracks during
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to maintain the functionality of its roads
without the expense of more invasive treatments, while also reducing its road crews’
repeated exposure to traffic when applying
reactive maintenance treatments like filling
potholes. The county has also served as a
resource to other Mississippi road departments, sharing how effective pavement
preservation products can be, thus enabling
even more roads to be maintained.
“Our goal from day one was to utilize
practices that allow us to extend our budget
and make the most effective use of taxpayer

879427_Asphalt.indd 1

Robinson is on the staff of Ergon Asphalt &
Emulsions, Inc. All images credit to Ergon
Asphalt & Emulsions, Inc.
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STAND-ALONE TREATMENTS
The remaining projects included 31 miles
of stand-alone micro surfacing treatments, including six miles in a curb and
gutter subdivision, as well as 55 miles of
stand-alone chip and double chip seals
(on county and state-aid roads). Positive
results from recent years’ fog seal over chip
seal demos resulted in the county’s new
standard practice of fog sealing over chip
seal applications as necessary.
On all remaining projects, traffic was
returned to areas treated by chip seal and
micro surfacing within one hour following application. Each of the roads treated
during the 2018 budget year is holding up
well and is being monitored as part of the
county’s new pavement management plan,
which will help the county become more
strategic with its network maintenance
strategy going forward.
“By using these treatments, we have
been able make the county roads much
better and safer, providing more durable
surfaces for people to drive on,” said
Steve Gaines, Rankin County supervisor,
District 4.
By applying the pavement preservation concept, the county has been able

dollars,” said Mike Harrison, Rankin County
Road Department manager. “That we have
received recognition for our county on a
national level is just icing on the cake. We
say ‘thanks’ to our road crew and vendors, who helped us accomplish the goals
we set for 2018. We are looking forward
to even bigger and better things in the
coming years.”
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the scrub seal process would be the key
to sealing off mass cracking for a longer
period of time.
With this information, and after a few
tests in parking lots, the scrub seal emulsion, eScrub, was applied at 0.34 gal. per
sq. yd. and covered with 19 lb. per sq. yd.
of size 89 aggregate. Vacuum trucks were
also used in this subdivision. Traffic was
returned within an hour of completing
the application. Three days later, the
contractor applied the micro surfacing
emulsion over the scrub seal at a rate of
18 lb. per sq. yd.
Rankin County also applied its first
highly modified scrub cape seal on a
busy road near a public library. During
this application, eScrub was applied at
0.34 gal. per sq. yd. and covered with
19 lb. per sq. yd. of aggregate. This was
followed by the first ever application of a
highly polymer modified micro surfacing
treatment using a premium micro surfacing
emulsion. In addition to the benefits of a
rejuvenating scrub seal, the highly modified micro surfacing system cured quickly,
providing increased durability long term.
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SUPPORTER SHOWCASE

Mississippi DOT Underwrites
Rejuvenating Seals at NCAT Test Track
BY SANDY LENDER

O

fficials at the Mississippi DOT
have taken another step forward in their study of best pavement preservation methods.
Mississippi state materials engineer
Jeff Curtis, asphalt laboratory engineer
Cass Coon, and soils laboratory engineer
William Sullivan have worked with the
National Center for Asphalt Technology
(NCAT) at Auburn University to study rejuvenating seals specifically.
NCAT’s effort began with a set of test
strips on the North Paddock near the NCAT
Test Track and continues on Test Section
S03 of the 2018 track. During August and
September 2018, the researchers at NCAT
tested eight different rejuvenators for the
Tennessee and Mississippi DOTs.
Those researchers include postdoctoral
researcher Raquel Moraes, Ph.D., the new
Test Track manager Jason Nelson, and assistant research engineer Grant Julian. They
are studying test strips placed in third quarter 2018, with an objective of the study to
screen among eight different surface rejuvenators that could, potentially, be selected as
the surface treatment for sections sponsored
at the 2018 NCAT Test Track cycle.
They met their objective, with Mississippi
DOT opting to test two rejuvenators from
the offerings, including Delta Mist penetrating asphalt rejuvenator product from
Collaborative Aggregates LLC, headquartered in Wilmington, Mass.
While both DOTs are now using rejuvenators on their test sections of the test
track, Mississippi would like to find out if the
plant-based Delta Mist can help with friction

and rheological properties of the asphalt over
time. The team at NCAT has already noticed
what helped on the test strip section—that is,
lower dilution rates and higher application
rates—resulted in better restoration of the
binder properties at long term (six months).”
“The overall objective of the study is to
support agencies on the findings that rejuvenating agents are a low-cost option for preventing or retarding the surface deterioration
of pavements,” says Dr. Moraes. “Furthermore,
to show that rejuvenating seals are practical
in use, since they do not require specialized
equipment, and can be effective for restoring
the surface condition of an existing pavement.
“Rheological properties—complex modulus and complex viscosity—of extracted binders before and after the application of the
treatment are being monitored,” she adds.
“Pavement surface friction characteristics
collected before and after three, 24 and
96 hours of treatment application are also in
the testing matrix. Both rheological and friction properties will continue to be evaluated
over the cycle of the 2018 NCAT Test Track.”
NON-SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT
They’re right about using non-specialized
equipment. The machine used to apply
the Delta Mist was a standard distributor
truck, a Centennial Black Topper from E.D.
Etnyre & Co. of Oregon, Ill.
“The application rate of Delta Mist
was 0.10 gallon per square yard,” NCAT
researchers said. The material temperature
was approximately 50 deg F. The section
length was 16 ft. wide, and the long joint
was not sealed. The material performed as

IMAGE CREDIT: NCAT

Etnyre Centennial Black Topper
sprays Delta Mist rejuvenator at a rate
of 0.10 gal. per sq. yd. and temperature
of 50 deg F on Section S03 of the
NCAT Test Track in November 2018

a ‘nice fan’ and was perfectly sprayed over
the surface of the pavement. The application
process was smooth and without problems.
Thus, the product application is practical in
use in the field. Once applied, the asphalt
surface has the appearance similar to the
pavement having been spray painted black.
Something the NCAT team didn’t realize
they’d get to report for Mississippi is how
weather affects the process. When it came
time to apply the Delta Mist penetrating
asphalt rejuvenator, the Auburn area experienced rainy days. They had to wait for clear
skies and dry pavement.
“Location, weather, traffic loading, and
pavement conditions are factors used to
determine if a rejuvenating fog seal application is appropriate to treat a pavement,” says
Dr. Moraes. “To construct a durable surface
treatment layer, the key factors in determining success of the application are condition
of the existing pavement, application rate,
residual binder content, proper distribution
operation, and emulsion break and set times.
Furthermore, the following pavement surface
characteristics must be considered: cleanliness, age, texture and pavement type.
“The pavement surface receiving the surface treatment should be free of any substance that might inhibit bond,” she added.
“In this study, the cleaning operation of the
surface prior application of Delta Mist was
accomplished through manual and mechanical brooming.”
The pavement section had already experienced 20 million ESALs. “The pavement
was constructed during the NCAT Test Track
cycle of 2012. The base asphalt layer was
a mix with gravel aggregate. The asphalt
content of the mix was 6.8 percent.
THREE OBSERVATIONS
Moraes shared three specific observations
from the section so far:
• First, the dilution and application rates of
the rejuvenator play a role in the effectiveness of the surface treatment in restoring
the rheological properties of the aged
binder. Rejuvenating seals with lower
Continued on page 38
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MISSISSIPPI DOT UNDERWRITES…
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•

WET TRACK ABRASION TESTER
Complete to ISSA TB 100

LOADED WHEEL TESTER
Complete to ISSA TB 109 & 147A

•

dilution ratios and higher application rates
showed higher restoration of the binder
rheological properties over the long term.
Second, older existing pavements can
take more work. For asphalt surfaces
more than three years old, the complex modulus and complex viscosity of
the binder extracted four weeks after
the rejuvenating seal application must
decrease by at least 40 percent from the
pretreated values to assure the effectiveness of the surface treatment.
Third, monitoring begins before the treatment. To ensure safety, the coefficient of
friction of the existing pavement surface
should be measured before application of

the rejuvenating seal treatment. After three
hours of curing of the applied rejuvenating
fog seal, friction values similar to those
prior to application should be obtained.
If all has gone as planned, after 96 hours
of curing, the rejuvenating seal should have
no adverse effects on friction.
As the two 2018 track test sections undergo
increased ESALs, the NCAT researchers will
continue to update Mississippi, Tennessee
and other interested parties in the progress
of the selected rejuvenating seals.
Edited from material provided by
Collaborative Aggregates Inc. Lender is
principal of Sandy Lender Ink Inc.
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